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This report summarizes the characteristics of the engine defined during the Orbit
Transfer Vehicle (OTV) Advanced Expander Cycle Engine Point Design Study. The study was
conducted by the Pratt & Whitney Aircaft Group, Government Products Division of the
United Technologies Corporation for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center under contract NAS8-33567.
The results of the study are contained in the following three volumes which are
submitted in accordance with the data requirements of Contract NAS8-33567.
Volume I -- Executive Summary
Volume II -- Final Technical Report
Volume III -- Engine Data Summary
This study was initiated in December 1979 with the technical effort completed in 11 mo.
The study effort was conducted under the direction of the George C. Marshall Space Flight
Center's Science and Engineering Organization with Mr. Dale H. Blount as Contracting
Officer's Representative. The effort at P&WA/GPD was carried out under the direction of
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The objective of the Orbit Transfer Vehicle (OTV) Advanced Expander Cycle Point
Design Study was to generate the system design of a performance-optimized, advanced
LOX/hydrogen expander cycle space engine. This engine is intended to be used in an Orbital
Transfer Vehicle with an IOC date in the late 1980's.
The engine requirements that are emphasized by the OTV application include: high
specific impulse within a restricted installed length constraint, long life, multiple starts,
different thrust levels and man-rated reliability. Development and operational experience with
the expander cycle RL10 engine, combined with our experimental work on high-pressure
staged combustion rocket engines, led us to the conclusion that for upper stage engine
applications, selection of the expander power cycle would result in an engine that would be
significantly cheaper to develop. Design studies on advanced engines for Shuttle upper stage
applications, that we carried out in the early 1970's, showed that the potential difference in
specific impulse between advanced expander and staged combustion cycle space engines was
less than 1%. This potential difference was too low, in our opinion, to justify the much greater
development cost and risk of the staged combustion engine in this size.
In 1973, under NAS8-28989, "Design Study of RL10 Derivatives," we designed the RL10
Category IV engine, a "clean sheet" update of the RL10 design concept, using the same
expander cycle, but optimized specifically for the Space Tug. The engine requirements for the
Full Capability Space Tug, and those for the Orbital Transfer Vehicle, as specified in Section
2.0 of the Scope of Work (Engine Requirements), are very similar and are compared in the
following:
2.0 OTV Engine Requirements (from SOW) RL10-Category IV
2.1 Expander Cycle, with LH2 and LO2 Same
2.2 Engine Thrust 15K lb at MR 6.0:1 Same
2.3 Installed Length (two-position nozzle 57 in."
retracted) --<60 in.
2.4 1980 State-of-the-art 1973 State-of-the-art
2.5 MR Range of 6:1 to 7:1 MR Range of 5.5 to 6.5:1
2.6 Fuel NPSH 15 ft
Oxygen NPSH 2 ft
Fuel NPSH 0 ft
Oxygen NPSH 0 ft
2.7 Life >--300 firings/10 hr Same
2.8 Chamber pressure spikes __ 5% Not specified
2.9 2-position contoured bell nozzle Same
2.10 Gimbal range +15 deg pitch
-6 deg pitch
_+6 deg yaw
+ 4 deg pitch
_ 4 deg yaw
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2.12 Man-rated, provides abort return Not specified
2.13 Meet Orbiter Safety Requirements Same
2.14 Low Thrust Operation at _ 1Klb Maneuver thrust at
3.75K lb
The impact of _h_ differences in engine requirements, such as different inlet conditions,
gimbal angles, mixture ratio range and low thrust level is comparatively minor. An issue that
will have to be addressed in conjunction with the Vehicle System Contractors is how the
engine can assist in providing abort return of the vehicle.
The study objective calls for a performance-optimized engine system design. For a typical
OTV mission, engine specific impulse has a far greater performance impact than engine weight
(+1 sec Isp would justify >40-1b increase in engine inert weight), so the emphasis was on
maximizing specific impulse. Since engine cycle, propellants, nozzle concept, installed length,
and mixture ratio are all specified, this is done primarily through increasing chamber pressure
and hence nozzle area ratio.
A 15,000-1b thrust Advanced Expander Cycle Engine, that has been optimized to meet








Installed Length 57 in. 60 in.




Isp at 6.0 MR 470 sec 482 sec
Weight 424 lb 427 lb













The most significant difference between these two engines is that the specific impulse of
the Advanced Expander Cycle Engine has been increased to 482 sec. This 12-sec increase in
specific impulse over the RL10 Category IV engine is due to a combination of factors which
include: increased installation length (57 to 60 in.), updated performance prediction, use of the
"preheat" expander power cycle, improved technology turbopumps with higher efficiencies,
and reduced power margin.
Increasing the installed length of the 57-in. RL10 Category IV engine to 60 in. allows area
ratio to be raised to approximately 433:1, increasing specific impulse by 1 sec.
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Testing carried out subsequent to 1973 on engines with very high-area-ratio nozzles (i.e.,
RL10 with e = 205, ASE with _ = 175 and 400) showed that the achieved performance was
higher than that predicted by the current JANNAF methods by as much as 1.3%.
The chamber pressure of a power-limited expander cycle engine may be increased by
preheating the chamber coolant with the turbine discharge flow, thereby raising turbine inlet
temperature, and hence, increasing turbine power. This "preheat" expander power cycle was
inv_:stigated on an improved version of the RL10 Category IV, the "RL10 Category IV*."
Chamber pressure is increased by more than 30% to approximately 1200 psia, giving an
increase in specific impulse of approximately 1%.
Further increases in chamber pressure have been obtained by increasing turbopump
efficiency through increasing speeds and by reducing turbine bypass flow. These higher speeds
may require a considerable effort in the design of the fuel turbopump to prevent its operation
at or below critical speed. Reducing turbine bypass flow from 5.7 to 3% reduces performance
degradation margin, which may be undesirable on a long life engine. The effect of these
changes is to allow chamber pressure to be increased by slightly less than 30% to 1,500 psia,
giving an increase in specific impulse of aproximately 1/2%.
Once the chamber pressure of an OTV engine is increased over 1,200 psia, the rate of
increase in specific impulse with further increases in chamber pressure is quite low (approx-
imately 1.3 sec/100 psia), and is decreasing, whereas the difficulty resulting from obtaining
these further increases is high, and is increasing. It was not the purpose of this study to
optimize performance gain vs development risk; rather, by maximizing performance in a point
design of adequate depth, the key performance "driver" elements in an advanced expander
cycle engine may be identified, thereby enabling the new technology requirements to be
defined.






_,i_ Thrust • 15,000 Ib
Mixture Ratio : 6.0:1 to 7.0:1
Chamber Pressure • 1505 psia
,\ Area Ratio : 640
\_- I,_ : 482.0 sec at 6.0 MR
_\ Operation • Full Thrust (Low NPSH)
• Pumped Idle (15000 Ib Thrust)
(Saturated Propellants)
1_ Conditioning • Tank Head Idle
Weight : 427 Ib
Life (Design TBO) : 300 Firings/10 hr
FD 219109
2.1 DEFINITIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
The Advanced Expander cycle engine is a "clean sheet" advanced-technology engine,
incorporating improved pump and turbine designs and a hydrogen regenerator. Basically, it is
a "1980 state-of-the-art" design optimized specifically for use in the man-rated OTV. The
o
baseline Advanced Expander engine has the following requirements:
1. Interface requirements: not yet defined.
2. Operating modes
(1) Tank head idle
(2) Pumped idle
(3) Low NPSH pumping capability at full thrust
3. Design life: 300 firings and 10 hr
4. Thrust level: 15,000 lb at 6.0 mixture ratio
5. Performance: optimized
2.2 STEADY-STATE CYCLE
The steady-state cycle parameters of the Advanced Expander engine are presented in
Figures 2-1 through 2-4 and Tables 2-1 through 2-4 for the operating points of full thrust (O/F
= 6:1), full thrust (O/F = 7:1), pumped idle and tank head idle.







P = 16.0 psia
NPSH = 2 ft
H2
4.45 Ib/sec
P = 18.5 psia








Isp = 482 sec






147,060 rpm 859 ° R
3198 psia
FD 219104
Figure 2-I. Advanced Expander Engine Propellant Flow Schematic at Full
Thrust (MR=6.0)
10°R
67,640 rpm 1830 psia




P = 16.0 psia
NPSH = 2 ft
H2
4.44 Ib/sec
P = 18.5 psia









Isp = 474 sec
Thrust = 16,850 Ib
FD 219105







P = 16.0 psia
H2
0.47 Ib/sec
P = 18.5 psia
11,350
rpm








154 psia Isp = 455 sec










Figure 2-3. Advanced Expander Engine Propellant Flow Schematic at
Pumped Idle (MR=6.0)
-- -o- "- 612° R "
0rpm 59_ ;sia /12.3 psia
15.6 psia --
H=
Ib/sec0.03 r__=_.-t_l L___\::#X\_-96%n,.1ps,_ I]"__
p = 18.2 psia
0 rpm 14.1 psia
FD 219107
Figure 2-4. Advanced Expander Engine Propellant Flow Schematic at Tank
Head Idle (MR=4,0)
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'W'bW W,W W W W,W W.W'W iIW'J _',W'_'W'k W'W W W W W W WWW_ _ _ _ W W_W_ _IWW W WW_ W_ _ W
F UE L LOX
PRESSURE 18.47 PRESSURE 15.98
TFfIP 37.7 TEMP ;t62, 7
HPSP O. _,6 tlPSP O. 98
F LOLl 4. Q5 F LOW 26.69
FUEL LSI LOX L5I FUEL PUHP (MAIN) LOX PUHP (rlAIN]
__PEED 45119. SPEED 9751_SpEED]4?O62.___$PEED 66071.




DISCH P _6.27 DITCH P
P,i'.OItl 4.378 RHO IH
26.69 FLCH 4.448 FLON 26.690
9.5 IHLET GPM q53.6 POVER 360.10
0.7_77 U_SP 6_,70 EFF _0,6737____
88.51 IHLET P 87.31
71.09_ w 15T STAGE _ INLET T 163.0
POHER 787.05 DITCH P 2555.85
EFF 0.6183_ DISCH T !76.7
--IUEL TUrbINE LOX TURBINE INLET P 85.33 RIIO IN 71.106
,÷,,_*,w,w_w,w,_ v*ww_ww_w_wmw* DISCH P 1900.Z_ RHO OUT 71.118
FLCN 4.203 FLO_ 4.203 DISCH T 67.685 IflLET GPfl 168.5
_F_::SP .... ]6Ch:}_._POIIER 359.54 RtID IN 4.402 HPSP 72.Q_
[FF 0.7132 EFF 0.7571 RHO OUT 4.322
IHLET P 3144.41 IHLET P 1955.18
IHLET T 859.4 INLET T 7_8._ * 2HD STAGE *
_S P(S} 2009.51 DIS P(S) 1772.09 POHER 807.64
ULLil ACT 273.8 DELH ACT 60.5 EFF 0.6582
11. VEL R 0.4G9 H. VEL R 0.542 INLET P 1879.86
_CD 0.299 ACD 0.739 DISCII P 3720.14
FCT tip 100.59 PCT HP 97.27 DISCH T " 98.0
llp TRAI;S -33.7 P/P i.i03 RHO OUT 4.290
P/P 1.565
FUEL INJECTOR LOX IHJECTOR *_,www*w*w*_*w_www*_ww_www_wwwwww
DELTA P 107.98 DELTA P 134.22 w MIXTURE RATIO 6.000 *
IIIIET P 1607.65 IHLET P 1633.89 _ THRUST 1501_. *
I_;LET T ,:,C0.8 INLET T ICO.Z, w ItlFULSE 452.16 *
_'CD 0.820 ACD 0.402 "* CHAtIBER PRESSURE 1499.67 w
I:1 36.690 RHO 69.68_, w w
tlV 24. 105 .ww*ww*uwwww.ww*,w,w,www.ww,w.www_ww_www.
m
JACKET LEAKAGE & BLEED RM COHTROL VLV TURBIN BYPASS CV
_FL_t_ _35__.HLEAK__O,lOO__DELTA_P.__gZl,96_ACD.____O.O097
It;LET P 3658.68 WT/P-F 0.0 ACD 0.1518 NTBY/MF 3.336
INLET T 352.0 NT/P-L 0.0 K FACTOR 97.1019 NTBY 0.1Q5
DELTA PJ 459.896 TOXP 48_.011 P/P 1.990
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Table 2-1. Advanced Expander Cycle Engine Steady-State, 15K Design
Point (0/['=6:1) (Continued)
SYSTEH PRESSU,_E LOSSES
C_/P DIS LIllE 1
FB/P DIS LINE 0
PJlIP It'rR STG 20
PUtIP I')T.S LIb'E qO
JAC It# Lille 20
J,tC DIS LII'E 22
FUEL TURB IN 32
FUEL "TL'PB DIS 19
FUEL !:ITR LIllE 12
0/, TU?,.5 IN 23
OX TU2i3 DIS I0
Ft_EL IHJ I.'ILINE 11.169
CHAHBER












PC (IHJ FACE) 1499.673
IHPULSE (CHAMBER) _,83.330
IIIPULSE {DELIVERtLD, 482.162
MI_TUR E._RATIO( INLET ).______(z. 000
MIXTURE RATIO! CHAM3ER ) 6.130
MIXTURE RATIO! IGNITER ) 4.621
OX IHJ IN LIHE ?.6.049
ENGINE STATION COh'DITIONS












86.27 37.95 4.qq8 -105.33 q._02
85.33 37.97 4._8 -105.33 4.402
1900.22 67.69 4.4_8 19.7_ _.3Z2
18_9._6 70,52__.____.705__26,72_231.
37Z0.1_ 97.97 4.705 148.05 4.290
3679.79 98.30 4.3Q8 145.05 4.271
3658.68 352.02 4.348 I139._6 1.604
3]¢3.78 859.07 4,_8________2_53=27,__ 0.638
31q_.41 859.40 4.203 2983.22 0.6_8
2009.51 787.90 4.203 2709._1 O.Q50
1955.18 788._1 _._03 2709._I 0.438
1772.09_._771,97_____,_0_ 26_8,q5___0.=40_
1661.67 772.58 _.051 2646.95 0.383
1607.66 685.95 0.145 2344.44 0.416
1607.65 685._6 0.145 2344._ 0.416
1607.¢5 _8o,81 _.196 1E!L_a6__._o._5













B P IHLET 15.98




} 6R.,..6_Z__F:6.6 _P_...........__O_ I._______U_%_
163.00 Z6.690 61.18 71.106
16].00 26.690 61.18 71.106
176.69 26.690 70.7_ 71.118
180.21 25.986 70.72. 69.68_
IGHITER 2555.84 484.01 0.704 202.27 17.W68
ENGINE DESIGN PARAHETERS
AREA RATIO 642.0 E_'GINE LENGTH 120.0
DES. AREA RATIO 143_. CHAtlBER LEHGTH 15.0
SURFACE AREA 12905. f'OZZLE LENGTH 9_.0
TttROAT AREA 4.927 THROAT DIAItETER 2.505
FRI. SURF. AREA 2592. ENGINE WEIGHT 391.0
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PRESSURE 18 . 47 PRESSURE 15 . 98
TFrlP 37.7 TEtlP_ .... 162.7
_'P-5_ 0._,6 NPSP 0.98
FLO'! _.(I(_ F LO',J 31.11
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Volume III
FUEL LSI LOX LSI
SPEED 4&191. SPEED 9983.
SS SP_ED 12G53_. SS SPEED 83665.
FLC:_ 4.4# FLOU 31.11
PO_:ER 26.0 PD_ER 10.0
EFF 0.7_97 EFF 0.6937
FUEL PUMP (MAIN) LOX PUMP (MAIN)
,wwwwwww,wwwww** w*w**_,www,w_w,w
SPEED 150555. SPEED 676_1.
SS SPEED 9_57. SS SPEED _5935.
FLON _._5 FLON 31.113
INLET GPM _53._ POHER 422.11
NPSP 72.25 EFF 0.6572
INLET P 75.08
1ST STAGE _ INLET T 163.0
POUER 830.66 DISCH P 2493.38
EFF 0.6199 DISCH T 177.0
UISCH P 9_._6 DISCH P 76.71
RHO IH 4.378 RtlO IN 71.09_
FUEL TURBIHE LOX TURBINE INLET P 91.02 I_110 ZN 71.018
ww_,w_***w,.w_ww _w_*www_www_wwl_ DISCH P 2012.06 RltO OUT 71.014
FLO:| _,.1_4 FLO'_ o,.18q DISCIt T 69.5q5 INLET GPH 196.6
F';.:ER 1758.25 PCI.'ER 383.71 RHO IN _._03 HPSP 59.87
EFF 0.7102 EFF 0.7556 RltO OUT 4.319
IIILET P 3342.81 INLET P 2115.33
IIILET T 970.5 IHLET T 893.1 _ 2HD STAGE
DIS Pt5) 2171.70 DIS P(S) 1927.01 POWER 853.30
bELII _CT 297_0 DELl) ACT 6_.8 EFF 0.6597
H. VEL g O._ql H. VEL R 0.535 INLET P 199_.72
_CD 0.299 ACD 0.7_1 DISCH P 39q_.7_
FCT ItP 102.83 PCT HP 88.79 DISCH T 101.2
lip TR_;S -74.3
PiP Z.539
P/P 1.097 RttO OUT _.298
FUEL IIIJECTOR LOX INJECTOR wwwwwww_wwwwwww_wwwwwwwwwwww_wwww
DELTA P 110.37 DELTA P 184.00 w MIXTURE RATIO 7.000 w
IHLET P 1757.45 IHLET P 1831.09 _ THRUST 16850.
IiiLET-T-- -538.5 IHLET T 179.5,,w IiiPULSE _73.90 w
ACD 0.818 ACD 0._02 _ CHAH_ER PRESSURE 16_7.09 w
IIV 37.411 PII3 69.990 * *
HV 33.0_6 ww_ww_w_ww_wwwwwwwww_ww_w_w_ww_ww
m
JACKET LEAKAGE & BLEED RM CONTROL VLV TURBIN BYPASS CV
_FLO_ _,33____I4LEAK__O.110__DELTA_L662._9_ ACD ...... O.OlOl__
IIILET P 3_83.76 UT/P-F 0.0 ACD 0._104 NTBY/NF 3.476
IHLET T 391.2 UT/P-L 0.0 K FACTOR 50.5836 NTBY 0.15_
DELTA PJ 483.841 TOXP 589.382 P/P _.935
_EL_A T__57__._27 POXP_93.369
TFP 538.503
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Table 2-2. Advanced Expander Cycle
(0/F=7:1) (Continued)





FB/P DIS LD'E 0.942
FU?IP ItlTR STG 20.342
FL!fIP DIS LIt,'F. 40.027
_J_t,__G__It!!:Tt,'E 19.852
JAC DIS LItlE 23.299
FUEL TL'RD IN 33.811
FUEL 1U=B DIS 19.797
F_JEI. IIJTR (Th'E 12.647
OX TU_B IN 23.932
OX TU,_i3 DIS 10.341
FUEL IHJ Ill LINE 11.369
O_ IllJ Ill I.II'E 35.712
CHAMBER
,W.,WW.N _1.W _ _ W..W,W._ ,W,W,]1(.W 'WW W N ,It .I_W I(. t(-I_ ,WIt
P___(!NJ FACE ) 1647.087
IHPULSE (CHAHOER ) 474.034
IHPULSE (DELIVERED) 473.898
MIXTURE RATIO(INLET) 7.000
MIXTII_E _ATIO(CHAHBE_ ) 7.177
MIXTURE RATIO(IGNITER) 3.9_4
ENGINE STATION CONDITIONS





































33¢2.81 970.51 4.184 3376.52 0.593
2171.70 892.76 4,184 3079.52 0.430
2115.33 893.1_ _.18_ 3079.52 0.419
1927_01.__.___875_69 4.189.____0!_?q____0_3_1__
1813.16 876.36 4.029 3014.70 0.369 "
1757.47 768.94 0.151 2708.08 0.396
1757.45 788.97 0.151 2708.08 0,395
1757.45 538_50 4.1y9._.1823_=.23 0.570
1927.01 875.69 0.156 3014.70 0.391
OXIDIZER SYSTEM COt_DITIOHS
B P II:IET 15.98




162.98 31.113 61.16 71.018
162.98 31.113 61.15 71.018
177.00 31.113 70.74 71.014
179.54 30.492 70.74 69.990
IC_ITER 2493.37 589.36 0.620 233.16 12.831
ENGINE DESIGN PARAMETERS
AREA RATIO 642.0 ENGINE LEPGTH 120.0
DES. AREA RATIO 1434. CIIAMBER LENGTH 15.0
SURFACE AREA 12985. NOZZLE LEt'GTH 94.0
THROAT AREA 4.927 THROAT DIAMETER 2.505
PRI. SURF. AREA 2592 ENGINE WEIGHT 427.0
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Table 2-3. Advanced Expander Cycle Engine Steady-State, Pumped Idle
_NLET_CONDI!IONS
FUEL LOX
PRESSURE 18.47 PRESSURE 15.98
TEIIP 37.7 TE_Pl. 162=7
NP_P 0.46 NPSP 0.95
FLCU 0.47 FLOW 2.82
FUEL LSI LOX LSI FUEL PUMP (HAIti) LOX PUMP (MAIN)
SPEED ll3_8..__SPEED..__ 2453.____SpEED_____36988. SPEED 16618.
S$ SPEED 10277. SS SPEED 6193. SS SPEED 3810. SS SPEED 8464.
FLOW 0.47 FLOW 2.82 FLOW 0.471 FLOW 2.625
FO::ER 0.5 FCHER 0.2 IULET GPfl _8.1 POHER 3.99
EFF 0.4153 EFF 0.3925 tlPSP 8.35 EFF 0.4754
DISCH P 25.29 DISCH P 23.30 IflLET P 23.29
_110 IN _.378 RHO IN 71.094 w 1ST STAGE * IHLET T 162.8
POWER 9.83 OISCH P 205.45
EFF 0.3711 DISCH T 164.5
FUEL TUPBIUE LOX TURBINE INLET P 25.28 RIIO It| 70.967
• *w_w_*w**_w_ww* *wwwwvw_ww** DISCH P 153.27 RFIO OUT 70.967
FLOW 0.210 FLOW 0.210 DISCH T 41.658 INLET GPM 17.9
_::ER 20.64 PO_IER 3.84 RHO IN _.390 UPSP 8.28
EFF 0.49_0 EFF 0.5691 RtiO OUT q.288
._NLET P 203.90 IULET P 173.60
If'LET T 951.8 INLET T 932.0 w 2NO STAGE *
DIS P(5) 175.35 DIS P(S) 169.38 POWER 10.01
L_[LH /ST 69.3 DELtt ACT 12.9 EFF 0.3981
II. VEL R 0.188 I1. VEL R 0.256 INLET P 153.04
/,CO 0.320 ACO 0.635 DISCH P 282.37
DCT HP 101.63 PCT HP 91.58 DISCH T 45.8
i;P TR_;:S -0.8 P/P 1.025 RIIO OUT _.191
P/P I. 162
FUEL IHJECTCR LOX INJECTOR
DELTA P 11.00 DELTA P 39.91
I::IET P 16_.71 IHLET P 193.62
It_LET T 468.5 It_LET T 217.6
_C0 0._20 ACD 0.402 '_




* MIXTURE RATIO 6.000 *
* THRUST 1501.
* ItlPULSE 455.35 w
" CHAHBER PRESSURE 153.71 *
m
JACKET LEAKAGE & BLEED RH CONTROL VLV TURBIN BYPASS CV
__L______O,_6.___ULEAKO.OI___DELTA_._P 10.50_ ACD .... 0.3176_
ItlLET P 281.66 WT/P-F 0.0 ACD 0.0417 WTBY/WF 54.310
INLET T 308.8 WT/P-L 0.0 K FACTOR 96.2051 WTBY 0.250
&ELTA PJ 72.639 TOXP 909.615 P/P 1.263
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Advanced Expander Cycle Engine Steady-State, Pumped Idle
(Continued)
SYSTEH PRESSURE LOSSES
OD/P DIS LIt;E 0.013
FL_/P DIS LIHE 0.011
FUHP It;TR STG 0.230
F(;t,'P QTS LIH_ 0_63
J_C Itl LIt:E 0.230
J'C DIS LIHE 3.864
FUEL 1U_B IH 1.256
_FUELTt'_%DIS 0.612
FLIEL It'TR LINE 0.391
OX lUg3 IH 0.740
OX TUF_D DIS 0.301






















PRESSURE TEHP FLON ENTHALPY DENSITY
FUEL SYSTEN CONDITIONS
18._7 37.65 0.Q71__-10%16 Q.378
25.29 37.35 O.q71 -108.q6 _.390
25.28 37.35 O.Q71 -108.47 Q.390
153.27 _1.66 0._71 -93.71 Q.288













282.37 45.81 0._98 -78.73 4.191
281.90 45.76 0._61 -78.73 4.192
281.66 308.8_ 0._61 94_.10 0.169
z_,_oz_751_3 o_1 31_.o8 o_o_1
2o3._o _51.76 o._io 32_.o7 o.o_o
175.35 931._5 0.210 317_.75 0.035
173.60 931.96 0.210 3174.75 0.035
169.38 928.27 0_.2!0 316I_87 0.03_
166.2_ 928.29 0.197 3161.87 0.033
165.06 939.65 0.250 3201.28 0.033
16_.Tl 6_1.33 0.250 2163.90 0.0_8
16_.71 468.52 O._q7 1550.96 0.066







15.98 162.67 2.825 60.93 71.09_
23.30 162.76 2.825 60.98 70.967
23.29 162.76 2.825 60.98 70.967
205._5 16_._5 2.825 61.98 70.967




204.12 217.6; 2.783 155.20 60.181
193.62 217.6_ 2.783 155.20 2.689
205._5 909.61 0.0_1 319.93 0.671
ENGIHE DESIGN PA_AHETERS
_WWWW_WW_WWgWWNWWWNWWWWWWW_WWWNWWWWWWWWWWW_WNWWWWW
AREA ,RATIO 6_2.0 ENGINE LENGTH 120.0
DES. AREA RATIO l_,3t,,. CHAIIDER LEI,'STH 15.0
SURFACE AREA 12°,85. NOZZLE LENGTH 94.0
THROAT AREA _..927 THROAT DIAIIETER 2.505
PRI. SURF. AREA 2592. EtlGIItE UEIGHT 391.0
12




Table 2-4. Advanced Expander Cycle Engine Steady-State, Tank Head Idle
IULE.T_COHO IIIOHS
_W W W_tWWWWWWWWWWWWWW _WNWWWW WWWW W WWW_WWWWWW WWWWWWWWW
FUEL LOX
PRESSURE 18.23 FR ESSURE 15.60
TErtP 37.6 TErlP 162 . 2
UPSP _.,_6 t,'PSP 0.98
F LC'J 0 . 03 F LOU 0 . 13
FUEL INJECTOR LOX IHJECTOR w_,ww_www,wwwwwww,wwwwwwwwwwwww*ww
DELTA P I.ILDELTA - P ..__4;_22_ w MIXTURE RATIO 4.000 w
IHLET P 9.26 filLET P 12.32 w THRUST 72. w
I,':LET T 581.1 IHLET T 611.8 w IHFULSE Q(,9.75 *
ACD 0.839 ACD 0._61 _ CHAHBER PRESSURE 8.10
tlV 0.377 _HO 0.060 u *
STATION PRESSURE TEIIP FLON ENTHALPY DENSITY
FUEL SYSTEH CONOITIOHS
IHLET 18.23 37.56 0.032 -109.37 _.382
PEC]I COLD IN 18.21 37.56 0.032 -109.38 _.382
JACKET It,'LET 18.="1 70.00 0.032 168.80 0.050
J_CF,ET EXIT 1;.13 893.39 0.032 3037.60 0.003
i_E× It?LET 9.46 882.09 0.028 2998.50 0._002
"_IE_XIT 9.39 635.E5 0.028 21_5.97 0.003
_,[C!! I;3T Ill 9.39 893.39 0.003 3037.80 0.003
'q:JECT IHLET 9.;'6 501.10 0.031 1950.60 0.003
IC_:_TTER 14.13 893.39 0.001 3037.80 0.003
OXIDIZER 5YSTErl COHDITIOtIS
INLET 15.60 162.24 0.128 60.75 71.169-
IIEX ItlLET 15.60 162.2q, 0.128 60.75 71.169
HEX E>IIT 15.53 611.81 0.128 251.22 0.060
INJECT IHLET 12.32 611.81 0.123 251.22 0.060





AREh RATIO 6_2.0 ENGINE LENGTH 120.0
DES. AREA RATIO 1434. CHArIBER LEt'GTH 15.0
SURFACE AREA 1--2985. NOZZLE LEHGTIt 9_.0
TIlROAT AREA (t.927 THROAT DIAtlETER 2.505
PRI. SURF. AR_A 259Z. Et_GIt_E WEIGHT 391.0
, 'y




_[LpH O_03_14LEAK O,Q__OELTA._P___3,21 _ACO____
ItILET P 18.21 WT/P-F 0.0 ACO 0.4550 UTBY/NF
]tlLET T 70.0 WT/P-L 0.0 K FACTOR 12.680Z WTBY
_EL[A PJ _.076 TOXP 893.39_ p/p
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Table 2-4. Advanced Expander Cycle Engine Steady-State, Tank Head Idle
(Continued)
SYSTEM PRESSUgE LOSSES CHAMBER
03/P DIS Lille 0.000
FB/P DIS Lille 0.000
PUtlP IIITR STG 0.001
F_UtCP DIS LII!E 0.002
JAG IH LIJ:Z o.ooi
J_C OIS LIllE 0.256
FUZL TURB IN 1.256
FUEl. TUTB OIS 0_612
FUEL It;TR LINE 0.391
o× Tu_s It_ o.74o
OX TUR3 OlS 0.000
FUEL Zt_J IN L!I_E 0.118
PC (INJ FACE) 8.100
IMPULSE ( CH_.I%BER) 449. 751
IMPULSE (DELIVERED] 4(_9. 751
MI.XTURE RATIO! IHLET ) (*.000
MIXTURE RATIO(CHArIDER) 4.000
MIXTURE RATIO(IGIIITER} 3.750
OA ItIJ IN LItCE 0.681
14
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Note: No T " "
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Figure 2-5. Estimated Effect of Inlet Mixture Ratio on Vacuum Thrust at
Full Thrust Setting
STEADY-STATE INLET PRESSURE EFFECTS
The effects of varying fuel and oxidizer engine inlet pressure on engine performance is
shown in Figures 2-6 and 2-7 (full thrust) and Figures 2-8 and 2-9 (pumped idle).
2.4 STEADY-STATE TANK PRESSURIZATION EFFECTS
The effects of varying fuel and oxidizer tank pressurization flowrate on engine per-
formance is shown in Figure 2-10 and 2-11 {full thrust) and Figures 2-12 and 2-13 (pumped
idle).
The effects of varying fuel and oxidizer tank pressurization flow rate on pressurization
gas temperature is shown in Figures 2-14 and 2-15 (full thrust) and Figures 2-16 and 2-17
(pumped idle).
2.5 STEADY-STATE SPECIFIC IMPULSE
The estimated specific impulse breakdown for the steady state operating points is shown
in Table 2-5. Full thrust off-design specific impulse as a function of mixture ratio is shown in
Figure 2-18.
15



























Notes: ............ ;......: -
l)Engine Fuel InletNPSP IsConstant
2) Engine OxidizerInletCo_ Are Constant




Figure 2-6. Estimated Effect of Engine Fuel Inlet Pressure on Full Thrust
Operation
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1) Engine Oxidizer Inlet NPSP Is Constant
2) _ Fuel Inlet Comtitio_ A_,Coattant
3) Constant Control Valve Areas
8 12 16 20 24 28 32
Et_itm Oxidizer Inlet Prmsu_ - ptia
DF 107987
810607
Figure 2-7. Estimated E[[ect o[ Engine Oxidizer Inlet Pressure on Full
Thrust Operation
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Figure 2-8. Estimated E[fect o/Engine Fuel Inlet Pressure on Pumped Idle
Thrust Operation
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l) Engine Oxidizer Inlet NPSP IsConstant
2) Engine Fuel l_let Conditions Are Constant
3) ControlValve -Areas Are Constant





Figure 2-9. Estimated Effect of Engine Oxidizer Inlet Pressure on Pumped
Idle Thrust Operation
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Figure 2-10. Ef/ect o/GH_ Pressurization Flowrate on Engine Per/ormance
at Full Thrust
2O
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Figure 2-12. E[[ect of GH_ Pressurization Flow on Engine Per[ormance at
Pumped Idle Thrust
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Figure 2-13. Effect of GO_ Pressurization Flow on Engine Performance at
Pumped Idle Thrust
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Table 2-5. Advanced Expander Cycle Engine Specific Impulse
Estimates
Thrust, lb 15,000 16,850 1,501 72
Mixture Ratio, Inlet 6.0 7.0 6.0 4.0
I,p at Inlet Conditions, sac 489.8 488.9 488.5 480.2
Ah, Btu/lbm 1647 1866 1596 1984
I_p at Injector Conditions, sac 500.3 497.6 501.0 505.4
Al,p Kinetics, sec -2.4 -5.3 -23.2 -38.4
AI,p Divergence, sac -5.0 -4.8 -5.2 -6.0
AI,p Boundary Layer, sec -9.2 -10.1 -9.2 -11.3
Al_p Energy Release Efficiency, sec -1.5 -3.5 -8.0 <0.1













Note: No Tank Pressurization Flow
I ! I I
5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0
Inlet Mixture Ratio
FD 212852
Estimated Effect of Inlet Mixture Ratio on Vacuum Specific
Impulse at Full Thrust
2.6 ENGINE LIFE
The estimated lifeof the engine at the various operating points isshown in Table 2-6.
2.7 ENGINE WEIGHT
The estimated weight of the engine and its various components is given in Table 2-7.
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Table 2-6. Estimated Advanced Expander Cycle
Engine Li[e
Time Between Major Overhauls "_
Operating Point (Cycles r2') (hr)
Full Thrust (O/Fffi6:l) 1500 I0
Full Thrust (O/F=7:1) 650 I0
Pumped Idle >2000 >30
Tank Head Idle >2000 (Not Applicable)
Design Goal 300 10
Notes:
(l) Operation without major component changes (e.g. thrust
chamber/primary nozzle, turbopump)
(2) A cycle is defined as an engine thermal cycle up to the indicated
thrust level (e.g. tank head idle to pumped idle to
full thrust (O/F=6:1) to pumped idle to shutdown would be one
full thrust (O/F=6:1) cycle).
Table 2-7. Estimated Advanced Expander Cycle Engine Weight








Screw Jacks and Actuation
Screw Jacks
Bearings and Housings
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3.1 PROPELLANT FLOW SCHEMATIC AND OPERATING SEQUENCE
Figure 3-1 presents the advanced expander cycle propellant flow schematic illustrating
the location of each engine valve. Figure 3-2 prescnts the engine valve sequencing for a typical
engine operating cycle.
3.2 ENGINE HARDWARE DRAWINGS
The advanced expander cycle engine installation is shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-4. Engine














-- Injector, Igniter and Thrust Chamber Assembly
m Hydrogen Regenerator
-- O_ Vortex Prevaporizer
-- GOX Heat Exchanger
-- Solenoid Valves
-- Propellant Inlet Shut-Off Valves
-- Main Fuel Shut-Off Valve
-- Propellant Tank Pressurization Valves
-- Oxidizer Flow Control Valve
-- Gaseous Oxidizer Control Valve
-- Main Fuel Control Valve
3O
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_ E , Flow Straightening Vanes








Figure 3-8. O_ Vortex Prevaporizer
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• Two Position Ball Valve
FD 219117
Figure 3-11. Propellant Inlet Shut-Off Valves
4O
Helium Actuation




















• Two Position Poppet
FD219119
Figure 3-13. Propellant Tank Pressurization Valves
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• Variable Position Poppet
FD 219120
Figure 3-14. Oxidizer Flow Control Valve
Flow Out
Flow In -=_
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Fuel Out
(Turbine Bypass Flow)
Hydrogen Flow LJ] ---:z _- I ,_ _ _ _9
to Regenerator.-_ _ .-l-_,r:_L-7 1 i_L_.r '_, '_?_"_l' Helium Actuation
__tm=_,!7 _ I L _oto_ ' J_'t:, P=dt_--- ,or Tan. Head
___)-._:._ ____7..L_. _ __lJ,l_ _-- ,dleOperation7T - .__.! I "-_ "_F -_
Helium Actuation_ _ '---_-_-II.-_ Hydrogen Actuation
for Tank Head _f" / _ _ _ for Pumped Idle





• Helium Operated to Tank Head Idle
• Flow Pressure Actuated to Pumped Idle
• Spring Actuated to Full Thrust












• Two Position Poppet
FD 219122
Figure 3-16. Main Fuel Control Valve
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